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Abstract. The specificity of the heading-final complex of Anna Akhmatova’s “Poem without 

a Hero” (“Poema bez geroya”) is based on the fact that the semantics of the components included in 
it refers to several sources at once, and allusions to the works of English romantics, authors of poems, 
play the most important role among the components included in the poem's frame, and above all to 
J.G. Byron. The relevance of the undertaken research is due to the application of an integrated ap-
proach to the analysis of the elements of the frame text “Poem without a Hero”: not only primary, 
but also secondary and tertiary allusions, playing with the reader’s perception and his knowledge of 
predecessor texts are considered. The purpose of the study is to identify the “English trace” in 
“Poem without a Hero” and the ways of its manifestation through the heading-final complex. 
The authors trace the genealogy of “Poem without a Hero” from Byron to Pushkin and to the nomi-
nally absent, but implicitly animated, hero of Akhmatova’s poem. Research objectives are defined 
as the study of the framework text as an essential element of the poem, identification of the features 
of the frame text and its intertextual links, comparison of epigraphs in the poem with notes, com-
ments and critical articles of the author. The authors show that the poet often “hides” Byronic allu-
sions in the reception from Pushkin’s poems (mainly “Eugene Onegin”), placing them in the heading-
final complex. The article proves that this technique is used by Akhmatova to build the genre gene-
alogy of her own poem, which goes back to the tradition of English romantic poems, mediated by 
the tradition of A. Pushkin. The reason for turning to this tradition, according to the authors, lies in 
the tragic personal and epoch-making collisions, the genre interpretation of which could become 
the transformed Akhmatova canon of the romantic poem, the founder of which was Lord Byron. 
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Аннотация. Специфика заголовочно-финального комплекса «Поэмы без героя» 
Анны Ахматовой заключается в том, что семантика компонентов, входящих в раму по-
эмы, отсылает сразу к нескольким источникам, и важнейшую роль среди этих компо-
нентов играют аллюзии к произведениям английских романтиков, авторов поэм и прежде 
всего к Дж.Г. Байрону. Актуальность предпринятого исследования обусловлена приме-
нением комплексного подхода к анализу элементов рамочного текста «Поэмы без героя»: 
рассмотрены не только первичные, но и вторичные и третичные аллюзии, игра с вос-
приятием читателя и его знаниями о текстах-предшественниках. Цель исследования 
заключается в выявлении «английского следа» в «Поэме без героя» и способов его ма-
нифестации через заголовочно-финальный комплекс. Авторы прослеживают генеало-
гию «Поэмы без героя» от Байрона к Пушкину и к номинально отсутствующему, одна-
ко имплицитно мультиплицированному герою поэмы Ахматовой. Задачи исследования 
определяются как изучение рамочного текста в качестве важнейшего элемента поэмы, 
выявление особенностей рамочного текста и его интертекстуальных связей, сопостав-
ление эпиграфов в поэме с заметками, комментариями и критическими статьями авто-
ра. Результаты исследования позволили убедительно продемонстрировать, что поэтесса 
нередко «прячет» байроновские аллюзии в рецепции из пушкинских поэм (преимуще-
ственно «Евгения Онегина»), помещая их в заголовочно-финальный комплекс. В статье 
доказывается, что этот прием применяется Ахматовой для выстраивания жанровой ге-
неалогии собственной поэмы, восходящей к традиции английских романтических поэм, 
опосредованных традицией А.С. Пушкина. Причина обращения к этой традиции, веро-
ятно, лежит в трагических личностных и эпохальных коллизиях, жанровым осмыслени-
ем которых смог стать преображенный Ахматовой канон романтической поэмы, родо-
начальником которой был лорд Байрон. 

Ключевые слова: рама произведения, заглавие, посвящение, эпиграф, примеча-
ния, заголовочно-финальный комплекс, канон романтической поэмы, интертекст 
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Introduction 

In modern literary criticism, the beginning and end of a text (or parts of it) is 
usually denoted by the term heading-final complex or text frame (French – cadre, 
English – frame, German – Rahmen, Spanish – marco). The beginning of the text 
(highlighted graphically) may include the following components: name (pseudonym) 
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of the author, title, subtitle, dedication, epigraph(s), preface (introduction, preface, 
in some cases – prologue). The main text can be provided with author's notes, 
which are printed either on the bottom margin of the page, or after the main text. 

The obligatory/optional nature of certain framework components is largely 
determined by the genre of the work. The most important of them for epic and 
dramatic works, lyric poetry of “large forms”, lyro-epic is the title. The organizing 
role of the framework components is especially evident when referring to works 
that have a complex composition, in which stylistically heterogeneous compo-
nents are combined. It is to such works that Anna Akhmatova’s “Poem without 
a Hero” (“Poema bez geroya”) belongs to such works. 

The purpose of research 

One of the striking features of the “Poem without a Hero” framework is its 
intertextual nature. Almost all the components – the title, subtitle, epigraphs, pre- 
face, notes refer to the texts of both Russian and foreign predecessors, mostly 
classics. In this article, we set ourselves the task of isolating, among the numerous 
intertextual references contained in the frame of “Poem without a Hero”, an Eng-
lish trace, or rather a trace of an English romantic poem. 

Scientific content and methods 

It is important to note that a literary text, while functioning simultaneously 
as a separate work and at the same time enters into a “dialogical relationship” not 
only with the reader, but also with other texts. Epigraphs (most of which are quo-
tations), genre subtitles (implying the presence of a certain literary series) empha-
size the openness of the text boundaries, its correlation (sometimes through irony 
and negation) with the texts of other authors and other eras. It follows that the frame-
work components of the heading-final complex should be considered not separate-
ly, but in their connection with each other and with the main text of the work, 
since the functions they perform can be redistributed both among themselves and 
between the inline components. 

With the help of intertextual, system-typological and receptive methods, 
we will reveal the reasons for Akhmatova's indexed appeal to the discourse of  
the English poem and to her outstanding creators. 

Review 

An extensive literature is devoted to the interpretation of the intertexts of 
“Poem without a Hero”, Akhmatova's dialogue with Russian and world classics, 
although the actual English reception of the poem has been studied to a lesser extent. 

Let's point out some of the works that have already become classics, rele-
vant for our research: such as V. Musatov, T. Tsiviyan, R. Timenchik, L. Dol-
gopolov, V. Zhirmunskiy [1–6]. Of the latest works in terms of identifying Wes- 
tern European, including English, receptions in “Poem without a Hero”, the article 
is especially valuable to us is the article by G. Mikhailova [7]. The article by  
O. Rubinchik [8] was also important for our research. Also the book by G. Kruzh- 
kov [9], the fragment of chapter eight devoted to the recalls by Akhmatova and 
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Yeats. Also the article by E. Kulikova [10] was significant, and in it the problem 
of intertextual dialogue is presented as a version of the intersubjective polylogue.  

The semantics and poetics of the title complex of the Akhmatov poem have 
also repeatedly become the object of attention of researchers. Especially in this 
regard, Akhmatov's epigraphs were “lucky”. There are a number of studies devo- 
ted to the epigraphs to “Poem without a Hero” like the work by T. Tsiviyan,  
V. Zhirmunskiy, D. Batalov [11–15]. Also the significant relevant works were 
made by the commentators and publishers of the poem: N. Kraineva, O. Filatova 
and Yu. Tamontseva [16], who, firstly, collected, systematized and commented on 
the epigraphs to different editions and lists of the poem, and secondly, gave  
the necessary comments to them. As our cursory review shows, there are currently 
no special works devoted to the reflection of the topic of the English poem in  
the heading-final complex “Poem without a Hero”, which makes the topic of this 
study especially relevant. 

Research results 

According to our observation, the English “trace” in “Poem without a Hero” 
in a number of cases is given not explicitly, but secretly, and is often hidden in re- 
ferences to Russian classics, most often to A.S. Pushkin. We will try to figure out 
the reasons for this “concealment”, leading to the effect of an intertextual “puff pie”. 

Consider the references to “Eugene Onegin”. The first epigraph is “There 
are no others, but those are far away” (“Inykh uzh net, a te daleche”). Pushkin puts 
it before the prosaic preamble “Instead of a Preface” (“Vmesto predisloviya”), 
that is, it opens the poem. It expands and at the same time encrypts the meaning of 
the preface, indicating the hidden motives of the poem (its requiem “echo”). 
But its semantic function lies not only in this: the epigraph specifies the algorithm of 
“mirror writing” necessary for the author to build the intertextual genesis of his poem. 

We should pay attention to the fact that the author gives a reference to 
Pushkin’s quote, which, in the context of 51 stanza of chapter eight of “Eugene 
Onegin”, refers to Saadi's quote: “But those to whom in a friendly meeting / I read 
the stanzas first... / There are no others, and those are far away, / As Sadi once 
said” (“No te, kotorym v druzhnoy vstreche / Ya strofy pervyye chital... / Inykh 
uzh net, a te daleche, / Kak Sadi nekogda skazal”] [17]. But Saadi (Sadi) at that 
time was not yet translated into Russian, but was perceived by Pushkin in the con-
text of the romantic poems of Thomas Moore (“Lalla Rook”) and Byron (“The Siege 
of Corinth”) [18]. 

Thus, the epigraph became a cipher, the key to which was in the source text 
(Pushkin’s poem “Eugene Onegin”). But this source, in turn, referred to another 
source, namely – to Saadi and at the same time – to English romantic poems with 
an “oriental” flavor. The “oriental” poems of Moore and Byron Akhmatova, who 
professionally studied the origins of Pushkin’s work, undoubtedly took into ac-
count when building the genre genesis of the poem. But here, of course, is a refe- 
rence to the “eastern” poem of Pushkin himself – to the “The Fountain of Bakh-
chisaray”, where the name of Saadi first appeared. 

The principle of using genre references in a double function (as a semantic 
code and as a way to expand the receptive field) Akhmatova reveals in one of 
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the “Editor’s Notes” (“Primechaniya redaktora”). Commenting on the technique of 
skipping stanzas, in a number of editions, including the last, 9th (1963) in the 21st note, 
she explains: “The skipped stanzas are an imitation of Pushkin. See “About “Eugene 
Onegin” (“O<b> Evgeni<i>Onegine”): “I also humbly confess that there are two 
missing stanzas in ‘Don Juan’, wrote Pushkin” [19. P. 345]. Pushkin in his article 
“Refutation of Critics and Comments on Own Works” (“Oproverzheniye na kriti-
ki i zamechaniya na sobstvennyye sochineniya”] (1830), before the quoted phrase 
by Akhmatova, writes: “The missed stanzas have repeatedly given cause for cen-
sure. That there are stanzas in ‘Eugene Onegin’ that I could not or did not want to 
print is nothing to be surprised at. But when they are released, they break the con-
nection of the story, and therefore the place where they were supposed to be is 
signified. It would be better to replace these stanzas with others or to transport and 
merge the ones I have saved...” [20]. Comparison of Akhmatova’s note with 
the cited Pushkin's note convinces us that Akhmatova “imitates” the “secret wri- 
ting” of the Russian classic, who points out the omission of uncensored stanzas by 
referring to Byron’s authority. The reference to Pushkin assumes that the reader is 
aware of the censorship reasons for missing stanzas in “Eugene Onegin”, which 
suggests that in “Poem without a Hero”, there should be “seditious”, “hidden” 
stanzas in place of the omissions. 

Akhmatova’s (and in anamnesis) Pushkin's game with the reader is aggrava- 
ted by the fact that in Byron's “Don Giovanni” the missing stanzas appeared pre-
cisely for censorship reasons, but without the author's knowledge. Look Byron's 
reproaches in a letter to Murray (August 31, 1821): “Upon what principle have 
you omitted the note on Bacon & Voltaire? and one of the concluding stanzas sent 
as an addlition? …I desire the omissions to be replaced (except the stanza on Se-
miramis) particularly the stanza upon the Turkish marriages” [21. Pp. 109–110]. 

It is easy to see that the demonstrated intertextual chain (when the frame 
text refers to another text (in this case, to Pushkin's), which, in turn, refers to 
the third text or to several texts at once, is the very “mirror letter”, about which 
Akhmatova writes in “Reshka” as her discovery. 

As we can see, one of the “assemblage points” of intertextual projections is 
the genre “gene” of the romantic poem, which Akhmatova – through Pushkin – 
erected to the English romantics and, above all, to Byron. Byron’s poems are per-
ceived by her as a standard example of romantic poems, the forerunner of Push-
kin’s poems, including “Eugene Onegin”, whom she also considered a poem.  
N. Roskina cites Akhmatova's judgment on this topic: “About ‘Don Juan’ by  
Byron: ‘Great, but our 'Onegin' fluttered out of it like a butterfly!’ ” [22. P. 530]. 

At the same time, the genesis of “Poem without a Hero” goes back,  
in the view of Akhmatova, goes back to Byronic poems, and more broadly –  
to English romantic poems – as canonical examples of romantic poems in general. 
Let's prove it. 

First, the poetess gives the title to her poem, based on the first verse of By-
ron's poem “Don Juan” – “I want a Hero!”. This reference was first mentioned  
by V. Zhirmunsky, who explains that “Byron complains that in modern times 
there are no heroes for a poem” [12. P. 513]. In the “Prose about the Poem” 
(“Proza o poeme”) Akhmatova comments on the title of the “Triptych” (“Trip-
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tikh”): “The one who is mentioned in its title <...> is really not in the poem,  
but much is based on his absence...” [19. P. 358]. 

Secondly, Akhmatova identifies the image of the “romantic poem” with By-
ron’s “Beppo”. Thus, in the notes to the fourth edition (1946) of “Poem without  
a Hero”, we read: “The Centenary enchantress is a romantic poem, like Byron’s 
‘Beppo’ ” [19. P. 660]. 

Thirdly, Akhmatova puts an epigraph from Byron’s “Don Juan” to the early 
editions of the “Triptych”, in particular to the first edition (1942): “In my hot 
youth, when George the III was King... / Don Juan” [16. P. 165]. 

In addition, these allusions, placed in the heading complex, are supported by 
receptions for Byron's works in the text of the poem itself. Thus, the author refers 
the reader to Byron's poem “Manfred” by means of the phrase “Manfred’s spruce” 
(“Manfredovy eli”) [19. P. 340]. Moreover, this image appears in the context of 
meta-descriptive reasoning about the romantic poem. The very mention of Byron's 
name is also significant: “And George held the torch” [“I fakel Georg derzhal”] 
[19. P. 340] in “Reshka”. 

But the last of the specified receptions of Byron is a projection not on a lite- 
rary text, but on a life one, referring to the tragic situation of Shelley's funeral,  
at which Byron was present. Therefore, references to Shelley are in the same row 
of the poem's appeal not only to art, but also to collisions of life. 

On the one hand, Shelley is important for Akhmatova as the author of ro-
mantic poems, one of which, namely the tragedy poem “Chenchi”, she was going 
to translate in 1936. In addition, Akhmatova was interested in his philosophical 
study “Defense of Poetry”, which, according to G. Mikhailova [7], was reminis-
cently reflected in the first chapter of the poem – in the context of discussions 
about the “poet in general”. These reminiscences show that Akhmatova knew this 
treatise well. In it, Shelley gave a “meta-meaningful” definition of the genre of  
the poem, which should have appealed to Akhmatova. The poem, in Shelley's in-
terpretation, – “...is a picture of life, depicting what is eternally true in it. The dif-
ference between the story and the poem is that the story is a list of separate facts 
connected only by the relations of time, place, circumstances, cause and effect;  
in the poem, the action is subordinated to the unchanging principles of human na-
ture, as they exist in the consciousness of their creator, reflecting all other con-
sciousnesses. The first is something private, referring only to a certain time and to 
certain combinations of events that may never be repeated; the second is some-
thing universal, containing the beginnings of kinship with any motives or actions 
possible for human nature” [23. P. 483]. 

On the other hand, the mention in the XXV stanza – in the context of reaso- 
ning about the origins of “Poem without a Hero”, about Shelley’s tragic death and his 
cremation on the seashore – refers not only to the literary traditions of English 
romantics (note that the stanza also contains an allusion to the poem Shelley 
“To the Skylark”, the title and authorship of which is disavowed in the 24th foot-
note in the “Editor's Notes” [19. P. 345]), but to the “text of life”, in which both 
legislators of the genre of the English romantic poem are united: 
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…to the shore where Shelley is dead, 
Looking straight into the sky, lying, – 
And all the larks of the whole world 
Tore apart the abyss of ether 
And Georg held the torch 
[19. P. 340]. 

…na bereg, gde mertvyy Shelli, 
Pryamo v nebo glyadya, lezhal, – 
I vse zhavoronki vsego mira 
Razryvali bezdnu efira, 
I fakel Georg derzhal. 

 
Akhmatova needs a reference to the biographical situation, because one of 

the central collisions of the poem is the death of the Poet. Thus, Shelley's death 
serves as a prelude to the tragic deaths of poets of the 20th century and is projected 
onto their biographical code. 

The topic of Shelley's funeral also becomes a code for the death of Mandel-
stam (the second addressee of “Dedication” to “Poem without a Hero”), which is 
indicated in the title date – December 27, 1940 – the second anniversary of  
the poet's death. In “Dedication” the same semantic signs are found – eyes/gaze, 
sea, smoke, needles, burial [19. P. 320], as in stanza XXV, and they refer to  
Mandelstam's poetics of the period of the Cherdyn and Voronezh exile. So,  
in “Dedication” are hidden quotes from Mandelstam’s poems of the “Voronezh” 
period, such as, for example, “Not a mealy white butterfly...” (“Ne muchnistoy 
babochkoyu beloy…”), “Having deprived me of the seas, running and flying...” 
(“Lishiv menya morey, razbega i razleta…”), “The day was about five heads...” 
(“Den’ stoyal o pyati golovakh...”). One gets the impression that the supporting 
images of these poems (eyes, sea, needles, funeral) Akhmatova implicitly includes 
both in “Dedication” and in stanza XXIII. 

But the situation of Shelley's funeral is interpreted not only in the aspect of 
realities of life, but also in autometatextual terms. Thus, it is curious that the episode 
of Byron Shelley's burial with the culminating collision of Akhmatova's early  
poem “Near the Sea” (“U samogo morya”), the hero of which, the prince, like 
Shelley, drowned while sailing on a yacht, seems curious. The drowned prince 
(just like Shelley) looked at the sky (cf.: “He lay quietly and looked at the sky” 
(“Tikho lezhal i glyadel na nebo”)). It is also noteworthy that the burial of Shelley 
and the death of the tsarevich are accompanied by “bird” motives (cf. in the poem 
“Near the Sea” (“U samogomorya”): “Swallow, swallow, how it hurts!” (“Lasto-
chka, lastochka, kak mne bol'no!”). 

These literary and biographical roll-overs place Akhmatova's early poem in 
the same genealogical paradigm as “Poem without a Hero”. It follows from this that 
Akhmatova actualizes in the “Triptych” the tradition of English romantic poems, 
onto which she projects not only “Poem without a Hero”, but her first poem as well. 

Conclusion 

As a result, the English romantic poem acts as a paradigmatic structure, pro-
jected, on the one hand, on Akhmatova’s poems written in this genre; on the other 
hand, on certain biographical situations that can be read through a romantic code. 
In romantic discourse, according to Akhmatova, the boundaries between life and 
art are erased. And the genre of the romantic poem is revived in “Poem without  
a Hero” precisely because life situations themselves gave this foundation. That is 
why Shelley’s death grows into the text of the “Triptych” and becomes an “accu-
mulator” of similar situations, both literary and real-life. 
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The genre patterns of the English romantic poem became for the poet a way 
of crystallizing life’s collisions. The English romantic poem, mediated by the tra-
dition of Pushkin's romantic poems, thus turns out to be a kind of cultural univer-
sal, a kind of “categorical grid” within which the tragic aspects of being and con-
sciousness are being comprehended. The archetype of the romantic poem, according 
to Akhmatova, typologically generalizes the fateful collisions of the poet’s fate. 
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